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88) The Legal Case in StAT 2 173-174: Ethnic Conflict or Property Dispute? — Texts StAT 2 173-
174 from Assur and 636/625 BCE convey a court decision regarding Egyptian merchants.1) The text on the 
inner tablet (StAT 2 173) is well-preserved and begins with the declaration that “the Egyptian merchants 
(tamkāru) have entered (erēbu) the house of Hakubaya as foreign guests (ubāru)”, and that some people 
have “attacked (ši-a-x ir-qa-pu-u-ni) the Egyptian merchants in the house of Hakubaya”. The attackers are 
identified as “Šamaš-reši-išši, priest (šangû), Aya-naṣir, Mar-nuri, Il-saqa’, Umubadi, Nabute –in all five 
criminals (sarru)”. After these statements, the text proceeds by saying that “Hakubaya shall testify (kânu 
D) before the magnates (rabiu)”. The date formula of the text is then given, followed by a concluding list 
of (twelve) witnesses.2) The text on the envelope (StAT 2 174) is partly broken but differs only by having 
three seal impressions, by having the date formula as the final text element, and by having a slightly 
different order and composition of the list of witnesses. 

The question is: How can this legal case be understood? Was it an ethnic conflict or a property 
dispute, or both? It is, of course, difficult to make a judgment on this issue based on these isolated and non-
contextualized pieces of evidence, but I will nevertheless make an attempt in trying to understand what this 
legal case was all about in the following paragraphs. 

An argument for seeing the legal case as an example of ethnic conflict in Assyria is the Egyptian 
origins of the merchants contrasted with the six (the text says five) attackers who all have non-African 
names. The name of Šamaš-reši-išši is Akkadian,3) the name of Aya-naṣir is Akkadian,4) the name of Mar-
nuri is Aramaic,5) the name of Il-saqa’ is West Semitic,6) the name of Umubadi is West Semitic,7) and the 
name of Nabute is Akkadian.8) Also, the profession (priest) of Šamaš-reši-išši may indicate that some kind 
of cultural dynamic was a factor. Moreover, there are other Neo-Assyrians texts that suggest hostility 
towards Africans.9) 

An argument for seeing the legal case as an example of a property dispute in Assyria is the fact that 
the Egyptians are defined as merchants. It is then close at hand to propose that the conflict between the two 
groups revolved around economic matters. Furthermore, Hakubaya, the man in whose house the attack took 
place, does not conform to the ethnic divide. His name is Akkadian or West Semitic, and he invited some 
Egyptians into his house. It does not seem to be far-fetched to regard Hakubaya as someone who conducted 
business with the Egyptian merchants.10) Moreover, it is interesting to note that the term sarru (applied to 
the six men) can besides “criminal” mean “liar” and (more importantly) “thief”, suggesting that the six men 
were after the goods that the Egyptian merchants may have had in their possession.11) 

Probably, the conflict contained both cultural and economic dimensions. It seems to me too much 
of a coincidence that the two groups are separated by an ethnic divide for ethnicity not to matter, and it also 
seems to me too much of a coincidence that the Egyptians are defined as merchants for money not to matter. 
It is unclear how this legal case ended, although the fact that the court decision discussed here labels the 
six attackers as “criminals” (sarru) gives a clear indication. Apparently, there was justice for Egyptians 
also in their Assyrian exile.12) 

Notes 
1. Ass 14671r; A 1894+1896. The texts belong to N31, an archive of Egyptians (PEDERSÉN 1986, 128), and are 

published by V. DONBAZ and S. PARPOLA in StAT 2, pp. 123-124. 
2. After having checked the respective PNA-entries, it is clear that several of the witnesses bear certain (Puṭu-

Bašti, Huru, Muṣurayu) or likely/possibly (Qišiṣim, Pašî) Egyptian names. 
3. See the PNA-entry by A.M. BAGG (PNA 3/II, p. 1209). This person is not mentioned elsewhere. 
4. Apparently, this person is not brought up in PNA, at least not under Aia- or Aya-. 
5. See the PNA-entry by K. KESSLER (PNA 2/II, p. 741). This person is not mentioned elsewhere. 
6. See the PNA-entry by M. JURSA (PNA 2/I, p. 1209). This person is not mentioned elsewhere. 
7. See the PNA-entry by E. LIPIŃSKI (PNA 3/II, p. 1386). This person is not mentioned elsewhere. 
8. See the PNA-entry by K. RADNER (PNA 2/II, p. 897). This person (Nabūtu 2.) is not mentioned elsewhere, 

although RADNER suggests that he may be identical with the palace slave from Assur, Nabūtu 3., or with the 
goldsmith from Assur, Nabūtu 4., or with a man from Assur (Nabūtu 5.) whose biographic details are unclear. 

9. See e.g. the letters SAA 13 13, SAA 13 144, and SAA 19 22. In SAA 13 13, a scribe of the Ashur temple seems 
to have been accused by the king of having withheld grain from some anonymous Kushites (and Egyptians?). In SAA 
13 144, a priest(?) of the Ishtar temple in Arbela seems to report to the king of a prophecy in which the act of giving 
wood, a grove, and some other thing (lost due to a lacuna) to some anonymous Egyptians is improper. In SAA 19 22, 
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an Assyrian governor in Phoenicia informs the king that he has instructed the local merchants not to sell any timber 
to the Egyptians or to the Philistines. 

10. See the PNA-entry by C. AMBOS (PNA 2/I, p. 440). This person is not mentioned elsewhere. The word ubāru 
can here be translated as “stranger, foreign guest, resident alien, guest-friend” (CAD U-W, pp. 10-12). 

11. For these three translations of the epithet in question, see CAD S, pp. 180-184. Of course, this theory is rather 
speculative. The word šiḫṭu, which may be identified in the writing ši-a-x presented above, simply means “strike, 
attack, raid, razzia” (CAD Š II, pp. 416-417). V. DONBAZ and S. PARPOLA (StAT 2, p. 124, n. 173) propose that 
the following phrase ir-qa-pu-u-ni should be read iz-qa-pu-u-ni, thus identifying the verb zaqāpu, which means “to 
attack (someone)” (AEAD, p. 133). 

12. The marked dichotomies in Assyrian royal inscriptions between Assyrian and foreigners and between heroes 
and villains identified by C. ZACCAGNINI (1982) and F.M. FALES (1982) are not particulary well-represented in 
mundaner sources, which rather suggest a multicultural milieu and a comparatively relaxed view on ethnicity, at least 
in Neo-Assyrian times (SAGGS 1982, POSTGATE 1989, KARLSSON 2019). 
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89) BM 36320 + BM 37695: ludlul bēl nēmeqi tablet 1 — BM 36320 (1880-06-17, 46) is a Late 
Babylonian fragment from Babylon with texts from the first tablet of the poem ludlul bēl nēmeqi. It joins 
BM 37695 (1880-06-17, 1452). That fragment was published as source “I.B” in Takayoshi Oshima, 
Babylonian Poems of Pious Sufferers: Ludlul bēl Nēmeqi and the Babylonian Theodicy, 2014 (copy on 
plate III) and used as manuscript “rr” in Amar Annus and Alan Lenzi, Ludlul Bēl Nēmeqi: The Standard 
Babylonian Poem of the Righteous Sufferer, SAACT VII, 2010. The obverse of the joined fragment gives 
lines 12-36, and the reverse lines 96-114. The join proves that this source is a single column tablet, leaving 
11 lines missing at the top, and 15 lines missing at the bottom. The joined source covers only the text of the 
poem’s first tablet. The other Late Babylonian source from Babylon for the first tablet is a tablet with three 
columns on each side (BM 32208++; source I.A/jk; published by A. Lenzi and A. Annus, JNES 70: 181–
205 with photographs on pp. 182-83). That tablet originally covered the entire text of the poem, whereas 
other manuscripts spread the text over five tablets. Other Late Babylonian single column tablets from 
Babylon cover the text of tablets II (BM 38067; 1880-06-17, 1896; source II.B/qq) and tablet V (BM 34650; 
Sp. II 133; source V.B/uu) of the poem. 

BM 36320 + 37695 measures 73 × 77.5 × 28 mm (width × height × thickness). Contrary to the usual 
custom the obverse of the tablet is more curved than the reverse. I publish this join by courtesy of the 
Trustees of the British Museum, with restorations based on the edition of Oshima. 

obverse 
12 1ʹ ⸢rab⸣-b[a-a-ti rit-ta-šú ú-kaš-šu mi-i-ta] 
13 2ʹ ⸢šá ina⸣ lib-⸢ba-a⸣-t[i-šú up-ta-at-ta-a qab-ra-tu₄] 
14 3ʹ i-nu-šú ina ka-r[a-še-e ú-šat-bi ma-aq-ta₅] 
15 4ʹ ik-kil-mu-ú i-n[é-es-su-ú dLÁMA u dÀLAD] 
16 5ʹ ip-pal-la-as-m[a a-na šá is-ki-pu-uš DINGIR-šú i-saḫ-ḫur-šú] 
17 6ʹ ak-ṣa-at a-na su[r]-⸢ra en-net-ta-šú ka⸣-bit-tú 
18 7ʹ ik-kar-riṭ-ma za-⸢am⸣-ru i-ta-a-ri a-lit-tuš-šú 


